Abstract: In this paper, we have a tendency to consistently examine the cloud forensics downside and explore the challenges and problems in cloud forensics. We have a tendency to then discuss existing analysis comes and finally, we have a tendency to highlight the open issues and future directions in cloud forensics analysis space. We have a tendency to posit that our systematic approach towards understanding the character and challenges of cloud forensics can enable U.S. to look at attainable secure answer approaches, resulting in magnified trust on and adoption of cloud computing, particularly in business, healthcare, and national security. This successively can cause lower value and long-run benefit to our society as a full.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has emerged as a most well-liked and inexpensive computing paradigm in recent years. Inside the last 5 years alone, we have got seen associate explosion of applications of cloud computing technology, for every enterprise and other people seeking any computing power and extra storage at associate occasional price. very little and medium scale industries find cloud computing very price effective as a result of it replaces the need for expensive physical and body infrastructure, and offers the flexible pay-as-you-go structure for payment. Khajeh-Hosseini et al. found that a company may save thirty seventh prices if they\'d migrate their IT infrastructure from associate outsourced info centre to the Amazon’s Cloud.

Clouds use the multi-tenant usage model and virtualization to verify higher utilization of resources. However, these elementary characteristics of cloud computing are actually a ambiguous instrument – constant properties to boot build cloud-based crimes and attacks on clouds and their users difficult to forestall and investigate. in step with a recent IDC survey, seventy four of IT executives and CIOs referred security as a result of the most reason to forestall their migration to the cloud services model . Some recent attacks on cloud computing platforms strengthen the security concern. as an example, a bonnet attack on Amazon’s cloud infrastructure was reportable in 2009 . Besides offensive cloud infrastructure, adversaries can use the cloud to launch attack on different systems.

BACKGROUND

1. Cloud Computing

According to the definition by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), “Cloud computing is a model that provides a convenient means of on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services), which will be apace provisioned and released with marginal management effort or service supplier interaction” [8]. The Open Cloud pronunciamento association defines cloud computing as “the ability to manage the computing power dynamically in a very efficient means and also the ability of the top user, organization, and IT workers to utilize the most of that power while not having to manage the underlying complexity of the technology”. Cloud computing has some vital characteristics –On-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, speedy snap, and measured service. Parkhill proposed utility computing in the past and Michael et al. mention cloud computing as a brand new
term for “computing as a utility”. They outlined cloud computing as a Combination of Software-as-a-Service and utility computing, but they contemplate personal clouds outside of cloud computing.

2. Cloud Forensic

We outline Cloud forensics because the application of pc forensic principles and procedures in an exceedingly cloud computing environment. Since cloud computing is predicated on intensive network access and as network rhetorical handles forensic investigation in camera and public network, Ruan et al. defined cloud forensics as a set of network forensics. They conjointly have known 3 dimensions in cloud forensics—technical, structure, and legal. Consistent with the authors’ information, until currently this can be solely definition of cloud forensics. Cloud forensics procedures can vary consistent with the service and preparation model of cloud computing. For SaaS and PaaS, we've terribly restricted management over method or network observation. Whereas, we will gain a lot of management in IaaS and might deploy some rhetorical friendly work mechanism. The primary 3 steps of pc forensics can vary for various services and preparation models. For example, the gathering procedure of SaaS and IaaS cannot be same. For SaaS, we tend to entirely depend upon the CSP to get the applying log, whereas in IaaS, we will acquire the Virtual machine instance from the client and might enter into examination and analysis part. On the opposite hand, in the personal preparation model, we've physical access to the digital proof; however we tend to just will get physical access to the general public preparation model.

Cloud forensic we define Cloud rhetorical because the application of laptop forensic principles and procedures in a very cloud computing atmosphere. Since cloud computing is predicated on intensive network access, and as network rhetorical handles forensic investigation in camera and public network, Ruan et al. defined cloud forensics as a set of network forensics [27]. They additionally identified 3 dimensions in cloud forensics – technical, structure, and legal. In step with the authors’ data, until currently this can be solely definition of cloud forensics. Cloud forensics procedures can vary in step with the service and preparation model of cloud computing. For SaaS and PaaS, we've got terribly restricted management over method or network observance. Whereas, we are able to gain additional management in IaaS and may deploy some rhetorical friendly work mechanism. The first 3 steps of laptop forensics can vary for various services and preparation models. For instance, the gathering procedure of SaaS and IaaS won't be same. For SaaS, we have a tendency to only depend upon the CSP to urge the applying log, whereas in IaaS, we are able to acquire the Virtual machine instance from the client and may enter into examination and analysis part. On the opposite hand, within the non-public preparation model, we've got physical access to the digital proof; however we have a tendency to simply will get physical access to the general public preparation model.
II. CHALLENGES OF CLOUD FORENSICS

» Forensic Data Acquisition

In this section, we have a tendency to examine the challenges in cloud forensics, as mentioned within the current analysis literature. We present our analysis by wanting into the challenges moon-faced by investigators in every of the stages of pc forensics (as described in Section II-B). a number of the vital challenges we address here are: rhetorical information acquisition, logging, preserving chain of custody, limitation of current forensics tools, crime scene reconstruction, cross border law, and presentation.

» Physical Inaccessibility.

Physical unavailability of digital evidence makes the proof assortment procedure more durable in cloud forensics. The established digital rhetorical procedures and tools assume that we've physical access to the computers. However, in cloud forensics, things are different. Sometimes, we tend to don't even grasp wherever the info is located because it is distributed among several hosts in multiple data centers. Variety of researchers addresses this issue in their work.

Electronic Evidence In The Cloud

Fig2: Electronic evidence in the cloud.

» Less Control in Clouds and Dependence on the CSP.

In ancient pc forensics, investigators have full management over the proof (e.g., a tough drive taken by police). In a cloud, sadly, the management over information varies in different service models. Figure shows the restricted quantity of management that customers have in several layers for the three service models – IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. For this reason, we have a tendency to largely rely upon the CSP to gather the digital evidence from cloud computing surroundings. This is a serious bottleneck within the assortment part. In IaaS, users have a lot of management than SaaS or PaaS. The lower level of management has created the info assortment in SaaS and PaaS tougher than in IaaS. Sometimes, it is even not possible. If we have a tendency to manage to urge the image of an IaaS instance, it'll create our life simple to investigate the syst em. For SaaS and PaaS, we'd like to rely upon the CSP. We are able to solely get a high level of work info from this 2 service models. As customers have management over the applying deployed in PaaS, they'll keep log of different actions to facilitate the investigation procedure. On the contrary in SaaS, customers primarily haven't any management to log the actions. Dykstra et al. conferred the problem of information acquisition by employing a theoretic case study of kid smut. to analyze this case, the forensics examiner desires a bit-for-bit duplication of the info to prove the existence of contraband pictures and video, however in a very cloud, he cannot collect information by himself. At first, he must issue a search warrant to the cloud supplier. However, there are some issues with the warrant in respect of cloud environment. as an example, warrant should specify a location, but in cloud the info might not be set at a definite location or a selected storage server. What is more, the info can't be confiscated by confiscating the storage server.
in a very cloud, as the same disk will contain information from several unrelated users. To identify the criminal, we'd like to grasp whether or not the virtual machine contains a static informatics. Nearly altogether aspects, it depends on the transparency and cooperation of the cloud supplier.

» **Volatile data**

Volatile knowledge cannot sustain while not power. When we shut down a Virtual Machine (VM), all the info will be lost if we tend to don't have the image of the instance. This issue is highlighted in many analysis works. The IaaS has some benefits over SaaS and PaaS, store is a retardant in IaaS model if knowledge isn't forever synchronal in persistent storage, such as, Amazon S3 or compass point. If we tend to restart or flip off a VM instance in IaaS (e.g., in Amazon EC2), we will lose all the info. Written account entries or temporary web files, that reside or be hold on at intervals the virtual atmosphere can be lost once the user exits the system. The with further payment customers will get persistent storage, this can be not common for little or medium scale business organizations. Moreover, a malicious user will exploit this vulnerability. After doing a little malicious activity (e.g., launch DoS attack, send spam mail), associate degree oppose will power off her virtual machine instance, which can result in an entire loss of the volatile knowledge and build the rhetorical investigation nearly impossible. Birk additionally mentioned a significant drawback relating to the volatile nature of proof in cloud. The matter states that some owner of a cloud instance will fraudulently claim that her instance was compromised by some other person and had launched a malicious activity. Later, it'll be troublesome to prove her claim as false by a rhetorical investigation [35].

» **Trust Issue.**

Dependence on the third party additionally poses trust issue in investigation procedure. Within the erotica case study, Dykstra et al. highlighted the trust issue in collecting proof. Once supply an enquiry warrant, the examiner wants a technician of the cloud supplier to collect knowledge. However, the worker of the cloud supplier who collects knowledge is possibly not a licensed forensics investigator and it's unimaginable to ensure his integrity in a court of law. The date and timestamps of the info are also questionable if it comes from multiple systems.

Dykstra et al. experimented with aggregation proof from cloud atmosphere. One in all the shortcomings they found is that it's unimaginable to verify the integrity of the rhetorical disk image in Amazon’s EC2 cloud as a result of Amazon will not offer checksums of volumes, as they exist in EC2.

» **Large Bandwidth:**

In Section I, we've got seen that the amount of digital proof is increasing apace. Guo etal pointed out the need of enormous information measure issue for time critical investigation [30]. The on-demand characteristic of cloud computing can have important role in increasing the digital evidence in close to future. In ancient rhetorical investigation, we collect the proof from the suspect’s laptop disc. Conversely, in cloud, we have a tendency to don't have physical access to the information. a method of obtaining knowledge from cloud VM is downloading the VM instance’s image. The dimensions of this image can increase with the rise of knowledge within the VM instance. We'll need adequate information measure and incur expense to transfer this huge image. Multitenancy in cloud computing, multiple VM will share an equivalent physical infrastructure, i.e., knowledge for multiple customers could also be co-located. This nature of clouds is different from the standard single owner automatic data processing system. In any adversarial case, once we acquire proof 2 problems can arise. First, we want to prove that knowledge weren't comingled with alternative users’ knowledge [29], [30]. And second, we need to preserve the privacy of alternative tenants whereas performing Associate in nursing investigation [33]. Each of those problems builds acquiring digital proof more difficult. The multitenancy characteristic additionally brings the side-channel attacks [36] that area unit troublesome to research.
III. LOGGING

Analyzing logs from completely different processes plays a significant role in digital rhetorical investigation. Method logs, network logs, and application logs are extremely helpful to spot a malicious user. However, gathering this important data in cloud surroundings isn't as easy because it is in private owned ADPS, generally even not possible. Cloud forensic researchers have already known variety of challenges in cloud primarily based log analysis and forensics [30], [33], [37]. We tend to concisely discuss these challenges below.

» Decentralization

In cloud infrastructure, log data is not situated at any single centralized log server; rather logs are suburbanized among many servers. Multiple users’ log data could also be collocated or unfold across multiple servers. Volatility of Logs. A number of the logs in cloud surroundings are volatile, particularly just in case of VM. All the logs are unavailable if the user power off the VM instance. Therefore, logs are out there just for bound amount of your time. Multiple Tiers and Layers. There are many layers and tiers in cloud design. Logs are generated in every tier. For example, application, network, software system, and database – all of those layers manufacture valuable logs for forensic investigation. Assembling logs from these multiple layers is difficult for the investigators. Accessibility of Logs. The logs generated in several layers are have to be compelled to accessible to completely different stakeholders of the system, e.g., computer user, rhetorical investigator, and developer. System directors want relevant log to troubleshoot the system. Developers want the desired log to fix the bug of the appliance. Rhetorical investigators want logs which will facilitate in their investigation. Hence, there ought to be some access management mechanism, so everyone can get what they have specifically – nothing a lot of, nothing less and obviously, during a secure approach. Dependence on the CSP. Currently, to amass the logs, we extensively depend upon the CSPs. the supply of the logs varies betting on the service model. In SaaS, customers do no get any log of their system, unless the CSP provides the logs. In PaaS, it's solely potential to induce the appliance log from the purchasers. To induce the network log, information log, or software system log we want to depend upon the CSP. For example, Amazon doesn't give load balancer log to the Customers. During a recent analysis work, Marty mentioned that he was unable to induce MySql log knowledge from Amazon’s Relational Database Service. In IaaS, customers don't have the network or method log. Absence of crucial data in Logs. There's no standard format of logs. Logs are out there in heterogeneous formats – from different totally completely different layers and from different service providers. Moreover, not all the logs give crucial data for rhetorical purpose, e.g., who, when, where, and why some incident was dead.

IV. ADVANTAGE

Though cloud forensics could be a sophisticated method and Imposes new challenges in digital rhetorical procedure, it offers some advantage over ancient laptop forensics. Several researchers highlight the provision of computing environment through VM, which might be useful to accumulate the computing setting for rhetorical investigation [32], [34]. We are able to use the VM image to use as a supply of digital evidence. The computation and storage power of cloud computing can also step up the investigation method [33], [34]. Cloud computing will scale back the time for information acquisition, data repeating, and transferring and information cryptanalytic. Forensic image verification times are reduced if a cloud application generates scientific discipline substantiation or hash. Ruan etal highlighted some benefits of cloud forensics, such as, cost effectiveness, information abundance, overall hardness, quantifiability and flexibility, standards and policies, and forensics-as-a service [27]. If the CSPs integrate rhetorical facilities in cloud environment, or they provide forensics-as-a-service to the client by utilizing the large computing power, then the customers don't got to implement any rhetorical schemes. In that manner, cloud forensics is price effective for tiny and medium scale enterprise. Currently, Amazon replicates data in multiple zones to beat the one purpose failure. In case of information deletion, this information abundance may be useful to collect proof. Amazon S3 mechanically generates MD5 hash of associate object after we store the item in S3, which removes the requirement of external tools and reduces the time for generating hash. Amazon S3 additionally provides versioning Support. From the version log, we
are able to get some crucial information for investigation, such as, World Health Organization accessed the info, and when, what was the requestor’s information science, and what was the change in a very specific version. Roussev et al. showed that for large-scale forensics analysis, cloud computing outperforms the tradition rhetorical computing technique [61].

V. OPEN ISSUES

We’ve got seen that researchers have projected several solutions to mitigate some challenges. Sadly, only a number of the projected solutions are tested with planet eventualities. Besides that, to the most effective of the authors’ information, CSPs haven't adopted any of the projected answer nonetheless. There are an honest range of open issues. Cloud management plane or API to urge the necessary logs will decrease the dependence on CSP. However, as we have a tendency to don't have physical access, we have a tendency to still want to rely on CSP for numerous rhetorical information acquisition purposes, e.g., aggregation temporary register logs, distinctive deleted files from fixed disk, etc. Therefore, decreasing the dependence on CSP continues to be unresolved. Limited information measure is another vital issue. If the cloud storage is simply too high then information measure are a challenge for time vital case. This issue has not been resolved nonetheless. Several researchers have projected secure information birthplace to mitigate the chain of custody issue. However, no concrete work has been done nonetheless, which might show however we are able to preserve the chain of custody by secure birthplace. To mitigate the cross border issue, researchers have projected international unity, however there's no guideline concerning however this can flip out into reality. Moreover, no answer has been projected for crime scene reconstruction or presentation problems. Modifying the existing rhetorical tools or making new tools to cope up with cloud setting is another massive issue that has not been resolved nonetheless. Several researchers additionally mentioned some open issues of cloud forensics. Concerning work issue in cloud forensics, Open issues Marty projected some open analysis topics in application level work, which are: security mental image, forensic time-line analysis, log review, log correlation, and policy monitoring [37]. Wolthusen known another vital open problem that is distinctive the precise location and jurisdiction under that a precise data point lies.

VI. CONCLUSION

With the increasing use of cloud computing, there is an increasing emphasis on providing trustworthy cloud forensics schemes. Researchers have explored the challenges and proposed some solutions to mitigate the challenges. In this article, we have summarized the existing challenges and solutions of cloud forensics to answer the question – Where does cloud forensics stand now? Current research efforts suggest that cloud forensics is still in its infancy. There are numerous open problems that we have mentioned in Section. By analyzing the challenges and existing solutions, we argue that CSPs need to come forward to resolve most of the issues. There is very little to do from the customers’ point of view other than application logging. All other solutions are dependent on CSPs and the policy makers. For forensics data acquisition, CSPs can shift their responsibility by providing robust API or management plane to acquire evidence. Legal issues also hinder the smooth execution of forensic investigation. We need a collaborative attempt from public and private organizations as well as research and academia to overcome this issue. Solving all the challenges of cloud forensics will clear the way for making a forensics-enabled cloud and allow more customers to take the advantages of cloud computing.
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